KEY RESULTS: JULY 2013 – AUGUST 2014

Institutionalized monitoring methodology for 2 parliamentary committees: Committee on Health, Labour and Social Welfare and Committee on Human Rights, Gender Equality, Missing Persons and Petitions

Facilitated engagement of NGOs and CSOs in consultation processes with the assembly through establishment of a register of these organizations working on social issues

SUPPORTED THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS, GENDER EQUALITY, MISSING PERSONS AND PETITIONS

Conducted a comparative analysis on the Law on Gender Equality

Drafted the report “Monitoring the Implementation of the Law on Gender Equality” which was used for revising the law

Prepared the monitoring strategy and monitored the implementation of the Law on Blind Persons

Conducted a comparative analysis on the Law on Anti-Discrimination in Kosovo

SUPPORTED THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, LABOUR AND SOCIAL WELFARE

Prepared the strategy and monitored the Law on Vocational Ability, Rehabilitation and Employment of People with Disabilities

Conducted a comparative analysis on maternity leave policy within the framework of the Law on Labour

Facilitated south-south cooperation on issues related to the Law on Medications and the draft law on Vocational Ability, Rehabilitation and Employment of People with Disabilities

Identified and awarded 20 members of the Assembly (7 of them women) as Social Inclusion Champions

Developed research capacities of support staff for two parliamentary committees through drafting of research methodologies and providing trainings on their use

Supported the Women Caucus Group in drafting its strategy and action plan

Facilitated the Women Caucus participation in iKnow Politics network, developed rules and procedures involving communication and promotion, including printing a monthly bulletin in partnership with the Women Caucus Group

Printed the Law on Blind Persons in Braille and distributed it to the Association of the Blind

Enabled the members of the Association of the Blind and Partially Sighted to engage in drafting the Law on the Blind and Partially Sighted